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About This Game
P-Walker's Simulation: Season one (Early Access)
In this game, you control P,
a man that faces many obstacles in both life and death.
Whether it's just traversing the street or if it's fighting armed terrorists,
Paul's numerous activities are never without excitement. And the best part?
YOU decide how it's going to continue. This game will be a once in a lifetime
experience that you are guaranteed to never forget. A variety of different objectives,
levels, surroundings and characters to meet await you in this first season, all in one
humorous package. Participate in the development of Season 2 by helping to decide
how Paul's story will go on. Anyone can make suggestions that will definitely be
taken into consideration! Everyone who bought Season 1 will also get
Season 2 for free upon launch.
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Title: P-Walker's Simulation
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
BrainStrainStudios
Publisher:
BrainStrainStudios
Release Date: 24 May, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista
Processor: i3 @ 2.30GHZ
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Geforce GT 520
Storage: 7 GB available space
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wait, so this game is about getting girls drunk and taking them home with you?!!
NOW THAT'S SOME REALISM RIGHT THERE . A tower defense game with cute but evil cats.
The cats can attack you from multiple points and the have different 'skills'. So you will have to plan forward and choose the
right defenses to win every round.
A bit expensive but worth it. Definitely if it's on sale.. I would not recommend getting this unless you have a gaming computer
with a graphics card. I have a I3 Quad core processor and HD 5500 card. Please check your video card before purchasing. When
I load the game the main menu comes up but when I load the profile I get a error message and then a big white screen with a
letter X in red on the screen. Buyer beware.. no, just no. Started game on normal, dead after 5 mins, go back to village resurrect,
try again. Dead again after 5 mins. Far far to much relies on you being 'lucky'. Asked for refund.
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bad game do not come near it it will ruin your day. Took me 49 minutes to complete. Fun little time waster, but some levels are
quite challenging so this game might not be for you if you get mad easily. There's also a reward if you beat all the levels but I
won't spoil it for you. ;)

Also, beware the tiny underwater death spike levels. That may not make sense now, but I promise it will later.. Thank you What
Pumpkin Games for introduing me to my newest obssesion, Tagora Gorjek, and a dreamer of the skies, Vikare Ratite! <3
14\/10 would play everyday!. Inside this game, more is hidden than it seems. I will not hide that I like this game. I like how the
series of games is being improved step by step. In the last game, developers basically improved the turn-based strategy. From
this (the supply system) the game became deeper and more interesting. I see that the developers have taken care of the
newcomers. I hope there will be more training videos.
I also would like the ship to be divided into separate parts: the hull of the ship, the steam engine and boilers, the shell of the
shells. Now randomness plays an insignificant role in the battle. I would like to see the critical damage from the "golden shell".
Maybe other accidents, like weather.
Separately, I want to thank you for the wonderful models of ships. These are the most realistic ships possible. Yes, "World of
Warships" I'm looking at you.
Can I recommend this game to everyone? No I can not! Can I say that this is the "Total War" on the sea? No I can not. "Total
War" is an arcade strategy for a mass player. This game is a mix of the old-fashioned simulator of naval battles and a wargame
with unique rules.. Ive activated it in steam AND Uplay....nothing. I cannot get Hurks dlc to show up.
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